
SCAPA Drama Audition Rubric

Student Audition Number ______________ Grade Level __________ Date ___________

CRITERIA NOVICE (EMERGING)
1 Points

APPRENTICE (TYPICAL)
2 Points

PROFICIENT (ABOVE AVG.)
3 Points

DISTINGUISHED (SUPERIOR)
4 Points

PHYSICAL PERFORMANCE ❑ Distracting & unrelated
movement
❑ Little or no use of space and
levels, stiff or motionless
❑ Unable to formulate stage
pictures
❑ Little to no facial expression

❑ Minimal or over rehearsed
movement or gesture
❑ Appropriate use of space and
levels
❑ Obvious stage pictures, but
disconnected / underdeveloped
❑ Uses some facial expressions

❑ Movement and gesture
motivated from core and natural
❑ Good use of space and levels
❑ Original and developed stage
pictures, responding to others
❑ Uses facial expressions to
create character

❑ Creatively uses a variety of
dynamic movements and gestures
motivated from core
❑ Creatively uses space and a variety
of dynamic levels
❑ Innovative and creative stage
pictures with attention to detail
❑ Colorful and expressive facial
expression

VOCAL PERFORMANCE ❑ Inaudible, unable to hear
❑ Poor articulation/diction
❑ Little to no vocal inflection or
expression
❑ No vocal energy

❑ Small voice, but can be heard
❑ Some difficulty in articulation
and diction.
❑ Uses some vocal expression
❑ Inconsistent vocal energy

❑ Nice projection of voice,
using levels
❑ No trouble with articulation
and diction
❑ Uses nice vocal expression
❑ Consistent  vocal energy

❑ Exceptional projection of voice
with variety of levels
❑ Outstanding attention and clarity in
articulation and diction
❑ Uses colorful and dynamic vocal
expression
❑ Engaging and dynamic vocal energy

CHARACTERIZATION ❑ Character does not emerge
from performance
❑ Character is not honest or
believable
❑ Little to no indication of
understanding the given
circumstances
❑ Makes inappropriate
character choices based on text

❑ Character emerges from
performance but not fully
developed
❑ Character is honest and
believable at times
❑ Understands the given
circumstances
❑ Makes undeveloped
character choices based on text

❑ Fully developed character
emerges from performance
❑ Character is honest and
believable throughout
❑ Demonstrates thorough
understanding of given
circumstances
❑ Makes appropriate character
judgement and decisions based
on text

❑ Fully developed character with
complex, original choices
❑ Character is exceptionally honest
and believable
❑ Shows outstanding depth of
understanding the given
circumstances
❑ Makes insightful character
judgement and sound decisions based
on text

IMPROVISATION ❑ No awareness of Give and
take/“yes and..” or actively says
no
❑ Student is not listening
❑ No beginning, middle, or end,
no evidence of structure
❑ Shows little to no
spontaneity or cleverness

❑ Some awareness of  Give and
take/“yes and..” but not a
priority
❑ Some evidence of listening,
but inconsistently
❑ Some evidence of structure,
has some elements of a
beginning, middle, and/or end
❑ Shows some spontaneity and
cleverness

❑ Focuses on Give and
take/“yes and..”
❑ Clearly listening and applying
it to the improv
❑ Clear structure with a
beginning, middle, and ending
❑ Shows a developed sense of
spontaneity and cleverness

❑ Exceptional use of Give and
take/“yes and..” with a desire and
drive to connect with peers
❑ Listens and incorporates ideas
seamlessly
❑ Cohesive and supported structure
and presentation
❑ Spontaneously creates a highly
effective and clever improvisation



NOVICE (EMERGING)
1 Point

APPRENTICE (TYPICAL)
2 Points

PROFICIENT (ABOVE AVG.)
3 Points

DISTINGUISHED (SUPERIOR)
4 Points

IMAGINATION/CREATIVITY ❑ Unable to formulate ideas
❑ Unable to fully develop ideas.
❑ Student is not able to adapt
and respond with creativity

❑ Obvious ideas emerge from
performance
❑ Able to take ideas and
develop them in small ways
❑ Student is able to adapt and
respond with creativity at times

❑ Original and developed ideas
with specific choices
❑ Able to take original ideas
and develop them
❑ Student adapts and  responds
with creativity throughout

❑ Innovative and creative ideas with
nuanced choices
❑ Able to take original ideas and fully
realize, develop and explore them
❑ Students  adapts and  responds
with exceptional creativity throughout

ENERGY/FOCUS ❑ Breaks character easily
(distracted, giggles, smiles, cries,
stops w/o recovery)
❑ Little to no eye contact with
peers or audience
❑ Little to no energy or
uncontrolled energy

❑ Some breaks in character,
stop but recovers, minor
distractions in performance
❑Makes some eye contact with
peers and audience
❑ Energy is consistent
throughout

❑ Few or no breaks in
character, does not detract from
performance
❑ Connects with peers and
audience
❑ Energy is focused and specific

❑ Extraordinary focus and seamless
flow of performance
❑ Engaging and connected
throughout performance
❑ Energy is dynamic and engages
whole body and performance

COLLABORATION**

**For In-Person auditions only

❑ Does not communicate with
peers or does not listen to peers
❑ Does not build on the ideas of
others
❑ Does not share the space

❑ Communication with peers is
inconsistent
❑ Builds on the ideas of others,
at times
❑ Shares the space at times

❑ Actively and consistently
listens to and communicates
with peers
❑ Consistently builds on the
ideas of others
❑ Shares space consistently

❑ Actively and consistently  listens to
peers/communicates and engages in
creative problem solving
❑ Exceptional skill in incorporating
and building on the ideas of others
❑ Shares the space with exceptional
skill and ease

OVERALL PERFORMANCE ❑ Little to no preparation
❑ Apologizes and makes
excuses, unconvincing
presentation
❑ Unable to recover when
encountering challenging
material
❑ Student is unable to take
redirection

❑ Some preparation is evident,
choices are typical
❑ Lacking confidence in product
❑ Perseveres with some
difficulty when encountering
challenging material
❑ Student struggles to take
redirection but tries

❑ Student is prepared to
perform, makes some original
choices
❑ Shows confidence in product
❑ Perseveres with little
difficulty when encountering
challenging material
❑ Student takes redirection well
and is successful

❑ Student exhibits outstanding
preparation, choices are creative and
original
❑ Shows high level of confidence in
product
❑ No difficulty or hesitation when
encountering challenging material
❑ Student thrives in redirection and
grows their performance

Comments:

Total Audition Score: ___________________/116

Judge’s Signature ___________________________________________________


